Abstract-Resource discovery is the process of locating shared resources on a computer network. Previously studied examples include efficiently finding files with a given title on a file sharing system. New developments in the application of networked computers raise the issue of dynamic resource discovery, the process of locating shared resources that are always changing. An example application is peer-to-peer computing, where a user wishes to locate idle CPU time anywhere on the network.
I. INTRODUCTION
Peer-to-peer networks have proven to be a powerful and popular tool for file sharing. In the future, it is not hard to imagine further applications of the peer-to-peer paradigm, such as CPU cycle sharing. Projects like SETI@HOME, Grid.org, and Distributed.net have proven the immense potential of harnessing the vast amount of idle CPU resources in the world [1] - [3] . Unlike these projects, a peer-to-peer system would offer these CPU resources to anyone on the network, instead of a privileged few.
Resource discovery is the process of finding (or discovering) something in a network. In file sharing, this is the process of searching for files, where files are the resource. In peer-topeer computing, it is the process of searching for available memory, disk space, and/or CPU cycles. Since shared files most likely never change when in the file sharing system, they are termed static resources, whereas CPU cycles are dynamic because their availability can change frequently.
Dynamic resources pose an added challenge to resource discovery, since they require keeping track of those changing resources. For this reason, in large scale peer-to-peer computing, resource discovery will be a critical component, as an inefficient protocol would unnecessarily consume a significant portion of network bandwidth as well as CPU time.
In file sharing, completely flat and completely decentralized resource discovery protocols are of interest because they do not require nodes to volunteer for specialized responsibilities, and they eliminate single points of failure. Again, these benefits are multiplied when keeping track of changing resources. Avoiding single points of failure, in addition to simplifying membership management protocols, is also a good reason to use an unstructured network; unstructured networks are fairly tolerant of node failures as well as targeted attacks [4] .
In general, all resource discovery protocols must be pushbased, pull-based, or a combination of the two. A pushbased protocol advertises resource availability throughout the network so that, upon demand, a resource requester does not have to spend time searching for it. However, it creates unnecessary overhead when demand is low. A pull-based protocol eliminates this overhead by eliminating advertisements. The drawback is that search messages take longer to find resources, since they must travel blindly through the network.
Algorithms designed for static resource discovery combine push-and pull-based techniques in clever ways to balance the tradeoffs mentioned above. However, they will not likely prove to be the best techniques for dynamic resources, as in peerto-peer computing. For example, many of the best techniques propagate pointers to resources through the network so that a search can find any one of the pointers and be immediately directed to the resource. However, there is additional overhead for keeping such pointers up-to-date for dynamic resources, which could easily render those techniques inefficient.
There is a large domain of dynamic resource discovery possibilities to explore. Instead of inventing an entirely new protocol, this paper presents one step into that area by offering a method to modify existing pull-based protocols. This technique piggybacks advertisements, in the form of gossip messages, onto the packets generated by those protocols. Those advertisements are then used to re-direct search packets generated by the pull-based protocol toward resources that are more likely available. Hopefully this work sheds some light into the dynamic resource discovery realm to help develop a systematic new protocol in the future.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows: Section II discusses other work related to resource discovery, section III lays out the assumptions made for the system model used to evaluate this work, section IV describes the use of gossip in detail, section V shows the results of experimental evaluations, followed by concluding remarks in section VI.
II. RELATED WORK

A. File Sharing
In considering dynamic resource discovery, there is much to learn from work that has been done for static resource discovery, usually done in the context of file sharing systems. Many of the techniques employed there can easily be modified to accommodate dynamic resource discovery, but leave room for improvement due to differences in the application environment.
Of particular interest is the work done to improve the resource discovery protocol of the Gnutella network. Gnutella became famous as a popular file sharing application, and infamous for its inefficient resource discovery. However, it proved the viability of a large, completely unstructured network.
One suggestion to improve Gnutella's resource discovery efficiency comes from the observation that unstructured networks roughly follow a power-law distribution, where few a nodes connect to many neighbors and many nodes connect to a few neighbors [5] . This work suggests that all nodes keep track of the resources held by their neighbors, so each node can answer a query for itself and its neighbors. Using this technique tests were run using a simple random request forwarding scheme, and results show surprising efficiency.
Another work further improved that idea using the following principle: the nodes with the highest connectivity (greatest number of immediate neighbors in the overlay network) keep track of the content of the greatest number of nodes in the network [6] . Therefore, the more high-connectivity nodes a query passes through, the more of the network it will cover. So queries are always forwarded to the neighbor with the highest connectivity. This leverages the heterogeneity in connectivity of a power-law network's nodes. Mechanisms for topology adaptation and flow control further refined this approach in [6] .
Directly applying any of these search techniques to dynamic resources raises an immediate problem: how should a node keep track of its neighbors' resources? With something as volatile as CPU availability, it is clear that a simple pointer cannot be kept for very long to resources at any neighboring node. This is the exact problem this work tackles.
Another idea for resources discovery in unstructured networks is called percolation-based searching [7] , [8] . While [8] claims this is superior to the solution described above because of greater network coverage, this is not actually very helpful in something like a cycle-sharing environment. File sharing systems query for a resource held only one or a few nodes, whereas cycle-sharing systems query for a resource that resides (at times) on very many, if not all of the nodes. If it is necessary to query large portions of the network to find this type of resource, it must be that a very large portion of the network is heavily loaded. Therefore, there will be many other hosts also looking for resources. With so many machines sending queries, any free resources will be found by nearby neighbors, eliminating the need for queries to reach far into the network.
B. Peer-to-Peer Computing
Applications like SETI@HOME [1] , Grid.org [2] and Distributed.net [3] already exist that leverage idle computing resources scattered over the globe. They do not, however, address the goals of peer-to-peer computing. Instead, they provide massive amounts of parallelism to no more than a few applications at a time, which requires developers to write software with this massive parallelism in mind. This paper seeks to provide for a system true to the peer-to-peer architecture, where every member of the network can both offer resources and utilize those of other members.
Lanfermann et al. describe work which meets these criteria [9] , [10] . The system they discuss allows executing entities to migrate from one machine to another, as more desirable resources become available. This concept is easily extended to the type of system this paper describes; in fact it is part of the groundwork on which it is based. The ultimate goal is to allow users' programs, or program modules, to float anywhere on the network, wherever available computational power is found. However, like the existing applications discussed above, the resource discovery activities for these systems rely on a centralized server. Of course, any time centralized servers are used, scalability is compromised since the capacity of the centralized servers will always dictate a maximum network size, and a single point of failure is introduced.
Until recently we have found very little work that addresses fully distributed, dynamic resource discovery. Fairly simple, local algorithms for this purpose were presented in 2001, but that work was carried no further [11] . Recent papers which address these criteria appeared in 2004 [12] , [13] . These papers address the precise research problem this paper takes up. They provide a good start for finding a suitable protocol, but there is still more work to be done. They evaluated expandingring searches, purely advertisement-based searches, and rendezvous point searches. Based on their results, they favored the rendezvous point protocol. Although their simulation results do show excellent performance through rendezvous points, rendezvous points are more or less centralized servers. Though many may be used, which avoids a single point of failure, the practice does not fully leverage all the benefits that can be found in a pure peer-to-peer architecture, where all members of the network share equal responsibility.
More recently, Nandy et al. addresses the topic of resource discovery in a cycle-sharing network [14] . They use gossip to maintain distance-vector routing tables that point toward available resources. This is very promising work, which could benefit from incorporating some of the ideas presented in this paper. One weakness it possesses is the assumption that nodes only communicate with their immediate neighbors. When considering a peer-to-peer network laid over the internet, this is a very restrictive assumption. This paper joins [14] in offering a scalable, fully decentralized, truly peer-to-peer technique for dynamic resource discovery. Unlike [14] , however, it is not a stand-alone protocol. Instead it shows how to modify existing pull-based protocols to increase their efficiency in a dynamic resource environment. This work takes one step out of the realm of static resource discovery protocols into that of dynamic resource discovery, instead of proposing an entirely new approach. It is also flexible enough accommodate both walker-type protocols and flooding-type protocols. Walker-type protocols generally create much less network traffic, while maintaining equally good performance when searching for a single resource. Floodingtype protocols, however, are useful for finding many resources at once, perhaps when finding many CPUs on which to run many parallel tasks.
III. SYSTEM MODEL
This section describes the system model used for this work.
A. The Network
There is no packet loss. Every node in the network is always reachable. The network latency between two nodes follows a uniform random distribution for every packet, between and milliseconds. Note that this allows for out-oforder delivery and jitter. Nodes join and leave the network over time creating network churn, but stay in the network at least as long as the average time required to complete one task. Session times follow a power-law distribution, which appears to be a property of all peer-to-peer networks regardless of their application [15] . A hypothetical membership management protocol is used which maintains a power-law distribution of nodes' outdegrees, a well-known characteristic of unstructured peerto-peer networks [7] , [16] , [17] . In simulations, this hypothetical protocol instantly connects new nodes to the network and does not affect network traffic statistics. Nodes gain connections with time, so that the oldest nodes in the network have the largest out-degree. Nodes never fail; they always go through a disconnection process to leave the network. When a node leaves the network it does not query for new nodes to finish the tasks in its CPU queue; they are simply dropped and recorded as a churn failure. This simplifies the simulation but still provides a fair comparison between different resource discovery protocols. Churn failures are not reflected in this paper's results.
B. The CPU/Task Model
A very simple CPU model is used for a dynamic resource.
Every node on the network has one CPU which it shares openly for as long as it remains in the network. CPU speeds follow a Weibull distribution [18] with shape parameter = 2. CPUs use simple, non-preemptive, first-come-first-served scheduling with no concept of task priority. Each CPU has a task queue with space for one waiting task in addition to one executing task. In this work a CPU's availability is defined as the number of tasks it can accept; i.e. zero if there are tasks both executing and waiting, one if there is only one executing, and 2 if there are no tasks in the CPU. Resource discovery commences whenever a task is generated at a node whose CPU queue is full. Tasks are represented simply by the number of computational cycles required to complete them. These sizes follow a Weibull distribution with shape parameter = 1. Tasks enter the network from any node, following a uniform distribution.
C. The Resource Discovery Protocol
Any pull-based resource discovery protocol may be employed, and will be modified on-the-fly. All nodes' clocks are roughly synchronized. All nodes use the same resource discovery protocol.
IV. MAIN IDEA
This paper presents the use of gossip in a sub-layer of the application layer of the network protocol stack. Section IV-A describes this sub-layer by example, section IV-B describes the contents of a gossip message and sections IV-C, IV-D and IV-E describe the algorithmic details of the sub-layer's functions. The three latter sections contain a few simplifications for the sake of clarity, which are addressed in section IV-F.
A. A Typical Scenario Using the 16-Walker Protocol
This scenario illustrates the functions of the main idea this paper presents, when applied to the -walker protocol. Figure  1 shows the flow of packets in this scenario.
A user wishes to find an available CPU, which prompts the Resource Discovery Protocol to generate a query packet for of its neighbors, chosen randomly (per the -walker protocol). It passes that packet and its list of destinations to the Gossip Layer, which has already built up a list of gossip (called the gossip queue) extracted from packets it received previously. Using the information in that gossip queue, it modifies the list of destinations to target nodes whose CPUs are more likely available. Before sending the packets over the network, it must attach some gossip messages to them. One of these messages is about the current state of the current node, and the others are copies made from the gossip queue. Now consider one of those recipients. The gossip layer at that node receives the query packet from its lower network layers and extracts the attached gossip messages, using them to update its gossip queue. It delivers the packet to the resource discovery protocol (in this case, -walker), which determines that this node's CPU is not available. It must then forward the query packet to another node. It chooses one neighbor randomly (per the -walker protocol), then passes it back down to the gossip layer as the new destination for the query packet. The gossip layer may then modify the destination based on information in its gossip queue. Finally it attaches gossip messages to the packet and sends it. The recipient of that packet then extracts the gossip, modifies its gossip queue accordingly, and delivers the packet to its resource discovery layer. This node determines that it can accept the task, so it reserves a slot in its CPU task queue for twice the maximum network latency, milliseconds. It creates a pledge packet to send to the originator of the query, then the gossip layer attaches gossip and sends it. The originator of the query then receives the pledge after, at most, ms. It extracts the gossip, then packages the task into a task packet to send back to the pledging node. The gossip layer attaches gossip and sends it. If other nodes along the path of any of the other query packets also pledge their CPUs, this node will take no action on their pledge packets. This is of little consequence, since reservations are held for such a short time.
B. The Gossip Message
Gossip messages contain four fields:
node: the node whose state information this message contains. In an actual implementation, this field may likely contain an IP address. avail: some value indicating the availability of the resource being shared, where a greater value indicates the resource is "more" available. In our simulations this field contains the number of open slots in node's CPU queue (at the time this message was created). create: the time at which this message was created. expire: the time at which this message will expire. Simulations show that, in this work, the lifetime of gossip messages need not exceed 110 seconds (see Figure 2) . In an actual implementation, gossip messages may contain four bytes for node, one for avail, and eight each for create and expire. This is a total of 21 bytes for each gossip message. Simulations show the maximum benefit from attaching three of these messages to each packet (see Figure 3) . The total of perhaps 64 bytes (including a single, one byte length field) piggybacked onto each packet in the network creates an overhead which we believe can easily be neglected.
C. Modifying Destination(s)
Function modDests(Query Packet, Node List) modifies the destination(s) of an outbound query packet according to messages in the gossip queue. To decide which of those messages most likely point to available resources, consider the relation more-reliable. Gossip message g1 is more-reliable than g2 when: g1.avail g2.avail OR (g1.avail == g2.avail) AND (g1.expire g2.expire) OR (g1.avail == g2.avail) AND (g1.expire == g2.expire) AND (g1.create g2.create) g1 is less-reliable than g2 when it is not more-reliable. According to simulations, this is the optimal order in which to apply these comparisons, i.e. avail first, expire second, and create last [19] . This function receives a list of destinations for a query packet from the resource discovery protocol. It then attempts to replace that list with its own of equal size. If there is not enough gossip to create a list that large, random elements from the original list remain to make up the difference. Since the number of destinations does not change, the flooding or non-flooding behavior of the resource discovery protocol is preserved. Notice that only gossip messages with a non-zero Input : A query packet p to send to a list of nodes dests Variable: mods, an initially empty list of nodes Variable: queue, the gossip queue kept at each node repeat Let g be the "most-reliable" message in queue if g.avail == 0 then break adjust g.avail as though the query will be filled add g.node to mods if dests contains g then remove g from dests else remove a random node from dests until mods.size == dests.size for each n in dests do attachGossip (p, n) for each n in mods do attachGossip (p, n) Function modDests(Query Packet, Node List) This function is called by the resource discovery protocol to send a query packet to a list of nodes on the network. It is responsible for modifying the list according to gossip in the gossip queue.
value in the avail field are used to influence the destination of query packets. Also note that, given the nature of the morereliable relation, a message reflecting zero availability will only be encountered after all non-zero values are exhausted.
D. Attaching Gossip
Function attachGossip(Packet, Node) attaches some number of gossip messages to every outbound packet, defined as GOSSIP LEVEL. The attached messages reflect the current state of the node itself and gossip messages stored in its gossip queue. To decide which messages to attach consider another relation between gossip objects, spread-better. Gossip message g1 is spread-better than g2 when: g1.avail g2.avail OR (g1.avail == g2.avail) AND (g1.create g2.create) OR (g1.avail == g2.avail) AND (g1.create == g2.create) AND (g1.expire g2.expire) Again, simulations show that this is the optimal order in which to apply these tests [19] .
When given a packet to send, this function starts the list of messages to attach with a new one reflecting the current state of the node itself. Then the spread-best objects are drawn out of the gossip queue and added to the list until either the queue is empty or the list has GOSSIP LEVEL objects.
E. Extracting Gossip
Function extractGossip(Packet) extracts gossip messages from inbound packets to populate the gossip queue. The queue has a maximum size, MAX Q. Also, the queue never contains multiple gossip messages about the same node, but instead retains only the most up-to-date information possible. To that end, consider a third relation between gossip objects, outdates, such that gossip message g1 outdates g2 when: g1.node == g2. while queue.size MAX Q do remove the "queue-worst" message from queue deliver p to the resource discovery protocol Function extractGossip(Packet p) This function is called by a lower layer to deliver a packet to the resource discovery protocol. It is responsible for extracting and processing gossip messages attached to the packet. AND (g1.create g2.create) When given a packet this function steps through its attached gossip messages, replacing messages already in the queue with new ones that outdate them and simply adding the rest. Afterward, if there are more than MAX Q objects in the queue, it trims off the least-reliable messages until the queue is no longer over-sized.
F. Remaining Details
Sections IV-C, IV-D and IV-E describe the functions of the gossip layer in detail, but with some simplifications for the sake of clarity. The algorithmic descriptions do not take into account the fact that gossip messages expire, nor that a node need not keep gossip about itself. Simulations handle the former by discarding expired messages whenever they are encountered. To correct the latter, a gossip message is never sent to the node it describes, nor are newly generated gossip messages ever copied back into their own nodes' gossip queue.
V. EVALUATION
A. Simulation Setting
The main idea presented in this paper was tested by simulations run on a network of 12,000 nodes for 24 simulated hours.
Details of the simulator's design beyond what is described in this paper can be obtained from [19] . Simulations are based on a discrete event simulator which handles packet delivery between nodes. Network latencies are generated between and ms using a uniform random distribution. To simplify simulation, there is no memory of differing latencies between differing pairs of nodes; all packets are delivered using the same latency distribution. Also, there is no packet loss.
Every node keeps a list of neighbors, for use by the resource discovery protocol, forming a power-law overlay topology. Neighbor connections are always bi-directional. The simulator generates and maintains these connections randomly, maintaining a power-law exponent of 2.0 throughout the simulation, which is within the ranges observed for the Gnutella network [7] , [16] , [17] . Simulations achieve network churn by scheduling the time between node births and deaths drawing from an exponential distribution so that session times average one hour, and very few are less than five minutes (the time required to complete one average-size task). To start each of these events the simulator randomly chooses whether it will be a birth or death, weighted to keep the network size near 12,000 nodes. If it chooses a death, it also chooses which node should die such that it approximates a power-law distribution for session times. When a node dies, it breaks down its neighbor connections, then continues forwarding packets until all gossip it spread about itself expires. In this way, nodes always die nicely; they never fail. Additionally, they simply drop any tasks they own at the time of death, rather than starting new queries for them. This also simplifies simulation without compromising the fairness of comparison between different simulations' results.
The simulator contains a single task generator which produces all the tasks that enter the network. Each task consists simply of a value indicating the number of CPU cycles that must be spent to complete it. This value is drawn from a Weibull distribution with shape parameter = 3 so that, on average, they take five minutes to execute on a 3GHz CPU. Each task is assigned to an initial node, chosen from a uniform random distribution. If possible that node accepts the task itself, i.e. if its CPU queue is not full. These cases generate no network traffic. When a node cannot accept a task locally, it initiates resource discovery.
Simulations use a form of the -walker algorithm for their resource discovery protocol. Using that algorithm, a node wishing to search the network for an available CPU chooses of its neighbors to which to send a query packet, duplicating choices whenever it has less than neighbors. If, when a node receives a query packet, it has enough space in its CPU queue to accept another task, it reserves a slot in its CPU queue for ms and returns a pledge packet to the inquirer. This guarantees that the inquirer can receive the pledge and respond before the reservation expires. If the queried node cannot accept the task itself, it chooses a random neighbor to which to forward the query packet. Each query packet can be forwarded up to 24 times, allowing it 25 hops total, according to the findings in [19] . The inquiring node sends the task to the first node from which it receives a pledge packet. In the event that none of the query packets elicit a response, the task is droppped after a set time.
B. Simulation Metrics
Four metrics are chosen to evaluate the success of the new gossip layer: search failure rate, network traffic, search time, and CPU idle time. A search encompasses all of the resource discovery activity initiated by a node at one time. So, for the -walker protocol, all walkers are part of the same search. Failure rate is the percentage of searches which do not find any available resources. Network traffic is measured in terms of the average number of packets generated per search. Search time is the time between a newly generated task arriving at a node which cannot accept it locally and entering the CPU queue of another node on the network. Searches that fail are not included in this metric. CPU idle time is measured as the percent of the total CPU time in the network which was spent idle. Note that lower values are more desirable for all of these metrics. The aim of these simulations is to determine how much network traffic the gossip layer could eliminate without increasing search failures. Figure 4 has four graphs containing the results of simulations that use the 16-walker protocol. 16 is within the range for recommended by [20] for static resource discovery. Simulations indicate that by adding the gossip layer all four metrics can be slightly improved, or can be reduced to 5 for dramatic reduction in network traffic and no increase in any other metric. Following is a discussion of each of the four graphs, then a brief overview of applying the gossip layer to flooding-style protocols. Figure 4 (a) shows the failure rates for simulations under a range of system loads. System load is the ratio of the total cycles required to complete all tasks to the total cycles offered by CPUs in the network. So, a system load of 0.5 indicates that the simulation generated enough tasks to consume half of the available CPU cycles in the network. The most striking feature of this graph is that the search failure rates for 16-Walkers without gossip and 5-Walkers with are virtually identical. Search failures rest on zero until the system load increases past 1.0, indicating that the protocols are very effective at finding resources even when they are relatively scarce. This does not mean, however, that they find resources whenever they exist. Notice from Figure 4 (d) that CPUs are still 4.5 percent idle when the system load is 1.0. This is possible because 15 percent of tasks in the network are dropped because of network churn at this system load. As should be expected, the search failures in 4(a) increase almost linearly after . Figure 4(b) shows the network traffic generated by the three protocols under a range of system loads. When , while virtually all searches succeed, the network traffic increases following the equation , where hops is the average number of hops each walker takes before finding an available resource. Each walker which finds a resource generates one packet for each hop it takes, then prompts the generation of exactly one pledge packet. So, a single walker creates packets. Since there are walkers for every search, each one produces packets, and every successful search additionally produces one task packet. Since adding the gossip layer to the 16-Walker protocol reduces network traffic, as shown in the figure, and is held constant, the gossip layer must reduce the average number of hops each walker takes. Reducing to five of course reduces network traffic by 11/16ths, and the data show that it actually reduces it a little further. The further reduction can be explained by the fact that fewer walkers will arrive in rapid succession at the immediate neighbors when initiating queries, so that fewer walkers will have to hop past the cpu reservations made by other walkers from the same search. When , network traffic asymptotically approaches the point where every walker fails after 25 hops, . For both 16-Walker algorithms, this asymptote is , and for 5-Walkers, . Figure 5 shows the percent reduction in network traffic that 5-Walkers with gossip makes over 16-Walkers without gossip.
C. Simulation Results
The data represented is one minus the average traffic generated by a 5-Walker search with gossip divided by the average traffic generated by a 16-Walker search without gossip. It shows that the gossiping protocol yields between a 70 and 85 percent improvement, with the most improvement when resources are scarce, but still available.
Figure 4(c) shows the length of time, on average, between initiating a successful search and its task's admittance to a CPU queue. Under all system loads, the 16-Walker algorithm with gossip out-performs both others. During low system loads, the 16-Walker protocol without gossip out-performs the 5-Walker. In this case, almost every neighbor has available resources, so it is simply a one-hop race between the walkers to see which will find them first, and there will more likely be a faster hop in a set of 16 than 5. Once the system load increases past 0.9, however, the 5-Walker protocol begins out-performing the 16-Walker without gossip. The average difference between the results for those two protocols is 13 milliseconds, favoring the 5-Walker. These data show a transition between two asymptotes. At low system loads, when resources are almost always available at any node's immediate neighbors, resource discovery completes after three hops: one each by a query packet, pledge packet, and task packet. Under high system loads, when resources are very scarce, so many walkers are in the network that the one that happens to visit a node at the instant its CPU becomes free wins its resource. Since we assume that resource availability cannot be predicted, this must happen completely by chance. Figure 4 (d) shows the average percent of time a CPU on the network is idle. The three sets of data are nearly the same, with the gossiping protocols slightly out-performing the non-gossiping one. The improvement comes mostly from the addition of gossip; the increase of from 5 to 16 makes very little difference. Idle times fall linearly when , and remain at almost 0 percent when . Random-walk-style protocols are best suited for finding one or a few resources on a network, but finding many at once for parallel tasks will be another, perhaps more important application of resource discovery for peer-to-peer computing. Simulations of a home-grown flooding-style algorithm show that the gossip layer also benefits this class of protocols. Using that algorithm gossip reduces average search failures by 7 percent, search time by 2 percent, and CPU idle time by 23 percent. Network traffic is slightly increased, but this could be considered better, since the increase comes entirely from pledge packets. When the system load is 1.0, search failures improve by 29 percent, search time by 3 percent, and CPU idle time by 26 percent. Refer to [19] for more a more detailed description of these results and the protocol that was used.
VI. CONCLUSION
This work presents the viability and effectiveness of inserting a new layer into the network protocol stack which reduces the amount of network traffic created by resource discovery. Using the -walker protocol, the gossip layer is able to reduce that traffic by 71-84 percent by decreasing from sixteen to five. This decrease does not increase search failures, search time, or CPU idle time. By all metrics it also improves results for a flooding-style protocol. Simulations only generated network traffic associated with the resource discovery activities in the network; other packets can also be passed through the gossip layer, which should improve resource discovery activities even further.
Overall, this work is one important step in the direction of a resource discovery protocol tailored for dynamic resources. We believe gossip can play an important role in such a protocol, and we welcome further improvements.
